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away unobserved. We reached Deraa at midday,
and were greeted by the local doctor, who had
been one of Parfit's pupils and happened to be in the
station. He told us that there were no stations yet
on the branch line, and that we should find only
tents at Bosra. He could give us no idea how to get
on to Aere, but luck was with us again,, and we
found at Bosra the father of another of Parfit's
pupils, who had been Yahya Beg's steward for six
years. This man at once got hold of one of the
sheikh's followers who was going back to Aere that
evening, found horses for us to ride, and started us
off safely on the last stage of our journey.
Three and a half hours' ride brought us to the
sheikh's house, where we were hospitably greeted by
Yahya Beg himself, a magnificent old man well over
six feet high, with a deep voice and a heavy white
moustache. He led us to divans on a dais at the
end of a large hall, the sides of which were lined
with visitors and retainers squatting on the floor,
who rose as we came in, and waited to squat again
till we were seated. A solemn silence followed,
broken only by the tinkle of pestle and mortar from
the far end of the hall, where the coffee-maker was
grinding some freshly roasted coffee. When it was
ground, he boiled it in an enormous jug with a
beaked spout and poured it out through a wisp of
fibre into a smaller one. Fresh coffee was then
thrown in and the liquid boiled again and strained
a second time into a still smaller jug. The process
was repeated a third time before he brought it
round, clinking against each other as he went four
tiny bowls, like egg-cups without bases, which fitted
into a nest in the hollow of his left hand. As he
came to each guest he poured a few drops of piping-

